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Precious Leaves
by Mary Bellman

Page unfolds,
Words flutter,
A story old in silent mutters,
The heart beguiled by what the eye perceives,
Blessed by binder,
Precious leaves.

Fingers fumbler, heart pounds,
As fragrant fables are softly unwound,
Spritely demeanours,
Through inks taint weave,
Kissed by candlelight,
Treasured leaves.

Midnight beckons,
Fair head loll’s,
Night’s carpet cradles,
The grandfather tolls,
Yet the story lingers in pleasant dreams,
Eternal memory,
Cherished leaves.

Junior Section - Joint Winner
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Fires’ Fury
By Keeley Boatto

Up above the sky concert has begun.
The drums rumble and the cymbals clash,
As the stage erupts with flashes of light.

As the light hits earth’s surface, she awakens.
First just a glow licking the forest floors.
She starts to feed as she runs along the undergrowth.

The trees are destroyed and she grows larger.
They crackle and groan as they are reduced to ashes.
While the band in the sky and light show play on.

She starts to roar and hiss as she devours more and more.
Running out of the forest and into the village.
She crackles as she dances from house to house.

The buildings come down with a crash and a roar,
While she continues to destroy even more.
Suddenly the concert in the sky comes to an end.

The light show stops and darkness overcomes.
As the band goes quiet, a waterfall erupts.
It cascades towards earth and calms her rage.

She returns to a glow and lays down to sleep once more.
All she leaves behind is a dark charred emptiness.
Those who survive her fury, hope she sleeps forevermore.

Junior Section - Joint Winner
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Your Light Was On
By Abby Stangward

3.00am.
an array of pills laid out before her like choices,
as if she can choose when she sleeps,
or if she eats,
or talks.
She doesn’t like talking anymore
words carry too much weight,
too much expectation
so she just give up entirely and its easier that way.
It’s easier to drown if you don’t have to talk,
and she’s drowning under a tidal wave of anti-depressants.
And now everything echoes.
She is a personality made up of tests and pills,
A topic of conversation swapped between people who don’t 
understand

made into reality that doesn’t exist because no-one has seen her,
like this,
like the truth.
The girl alone on the cold bathroom floor,
popping each pill and laying them before her,
colour coordinated,
like a rainbow.
Nostalgic for breezy days surrounded by smiles and packs of crayons 
and glue and messy hands,

and kind nurses and parents who healed cuts and bruises with a band 
aid and a kiss.

But band aids cant disguise the scars,
and she can’t kiss her broken parts back together.
She doesn’t have choices anymore,
so she waits,
just for someone to knock,
to notice and care ‘your light was on’ they will say,
concern alive in their eyes.
But they don’t,
Of course they don’t, no one ever does.

Junior Section - Commended
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How Did You Know Him?
By Katherine Westfold

By his symmetry, his stillness,        
something regal in his bearing, 
propped against the incline of the bed.     
There is dignity to profound injury.
By the fall of his shoulders,
the rise of his chest, 
hairless, stripped white 
beneath the weight of light
in Critical Care. There,
on the edge of the world,
there was no night.
By his soft arms heavy on the sheet;
everything relinquished.    
By the heat of him near my hand;
such heat that remains in a wall 
when the day is finished.
The tilt of his nose, the lazy lips—
by these I knew him.

Not by the tube between those lips, 
their pallor and the blood-rust in each corner. 
Not by the IV line in his arm,
the dark graze at the elbow.
Not by the eyes blind as plums, 
the matted hair, the swollen head. 

Did I raise the sheet to know 
my son more simply, more dearly?
—the artless hip, the dimple
in the flesh beneath, this 
compact leg, this foot, this
fleeting fact of him. 

Open Section - Winner
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Powder
By Jan Price

My father cries
In a car
four strides from a country church door
wherein those who greeted her warm cheeks
breathed in her signature L’Aimant face powder
listen now to the long list of jobs she’d held
from thirteen to sixty, my brother reads out;
his mic-trained voice regresses to childhood
on her last line which reads
‘Stay turned for more!’

My father waits
in a car
outside the gate; inside prayers hover afraid
they’ll be forgotten as white roses
fall freshening in the placid rain. A small bird
The colour through blue cellophane over grey sky
swoops and sweeps its startled cry
over the abysmal cheaper for two hole
into which my sister memory –flutters
rainbow-litter then says follow me
for afternoon tea. When it was lunchtime.

My father laughs
in my sister’s house
half hour later eating cake drinking tea;
milk first two level sugars—but
make sure the teabag dips once only.
He pulls and pats the travel-rug cocoon
into position like the priest the mourners
the husbands the wives… the wives.

Open Section - Joint Runner Up
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And I hunting
like a hungry squirrel in winter
dig deep in her cosmetic bag
slide up and off the circular top and stop
ss the fragrance fills the room and settles
my anger. Pressing the lifting the puff
I thickly powder L’Aimant over my cheeks
in the dark.

(Continued)
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Frozen Orange Juice
By John Sheills

The poet addressed his audience— 
“Here’s a poem with juice in it” 
he said, remembering stories from his 
boyhood where simpleton Hans 
battered the giant at a bout of 
barehanded stone-crushing 
by switching stones for oranges; 
whereupon the giant was amazed 
at how a callow youth could extract 
the very essence out of a stone. 
A poem, mused the poet, is a means 
for getting your rocks off - whether 
it be sweet or not so sweet. The
poem he was about to read was a 
bitter piece, which, poetically speaking 
made it all somehow more palatable.
The poet was aware that verses about 
loss are legion and follow the pattern 
of grieving a la Elizabeth Kübler-Ross. 
Unlike Munch’s frozen scream 
echoing in brushstrokes of cobalt 
and tangerine, or Van Gogh’s flurry of 
crows over that burnished cornfield, 
poems by nature aren’t meant to be 
mute. They speak (although the poet
allowed you could hear wings beat as 
Vincent’s crows make their endless exodus 
from his last canvas). That was the thing 
of course. Give voice to a poem and the 
experience lives again. So the poet read 
his piece. His audience felt his pain as 
he pulverized the rock again. - A mother lode 
atomized by a wee wordsmith. No wonder 
storybook oafs - those so-called sowers of 
thunder - were surprised. The poet paused, 

Open Section - Joint Runner Up
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his throat thick with dust from the past. Then, 
as if offered a mouthful of freshly-squeezed 
orange juice, he savoured anew the tang 
of what might have been.

(Continued)
Open Section - Joint Runner Up
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Camino
By Christopher Ringrose

A path at nightfall, and a quiet guide
Emerging from the dark, sent out to find
The wayfarer and travel at his side,
Like some companion called up by your mind -

But yet, more real than the earth beneath
Your feet; more heavy than the bag upon your back;
The sound of his composed and level breath.
more solid than the stones upon the track.

The road behind is like a fading dream.
The hills on either side are stepping back
As all their slopes of mingled brown and green
Submit, erased beneath a tide of black.

It seems so natural to take his hand;
His grip is like a pledge, as fingers bend
Beneath his own, or like a flame that’s fanned
Somewhere, to warm you at the journeys end.

Open Section - Highly Commended
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What Grows In The 
Little Desert, Victoria
By Christopher Ringrose

They don’t need much.
Some tough spikes for leaves
or knobby stalks
roots can creep
between sandgrains
to make porcupine grass
and miniature pips of colour.
Armoured against sunlight
patient for the rain
pollinated by tickling
flies then sinking
into darkness where
a prickle of stars
flickers a horizon.
Lasting one year
a thousand years
reaching beyond diaries
beyond bricks
tougher than glass
harder than steel
delicate as lace
living waiting to be broken
like Joan of Arc in the fire.
Swallowing a little water
casting tough tiny seeds
for a tomorrow
in the breeze
when it blows.

Open Section - Highly Commended
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Unfit
By Suzi Mezei

Her visit’s granted,
a rostered mothering,
supervised of course;
the promise pulls her unkempt
from bed
at godless eight am,
drags her shoeless on scraping trams
up Bourke,
through split-pocked streets
to a Department,
where glass doors breathe her in
and out like irritation.
She comes aching, cut in half
by plastic bags swollen with presents,
raw for reunion

and reception pulls her file,
shakes its wood head, forgets her name,
stares point-blank at fading tatts
left over from an old life,
snakes and tears and other clichés,
relics of the bad old days,
the colour now
of dead veins and lies,
her arms stupidly bare
for an August afternoon.
But he arrives, her fallen prince,
case managed, swaddled in foster care
and social work degrees
and promptly turns his darling head
and screams as if averse
to inheritance and fractured mothers,
My son, My son,
bleats the waifish squalor whose
cheap toys and chocolates

Open Section - Highly Commended
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die airless deaths in rustling bags
and by the hour’s end,
he lets her hold him ‘til the visit disappears
into his tiny scheduled year.
She sets her naked toes on wintered road,
commits he smell to memory,
drops some voice into a cracked phone,
no police this time,
she leaves alone
and warps herself
in sheets of rain.

(Continued)
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I Wanted You
By Christopher Ringrose

“Do you want Liz?”
“No, I want you”,
I blurted out in the telephone box.
Two coins had clinked in a slot
and brought the taps of your footsteps
along the corridor
of the nurses’ home.

No, I didn’t want your friend,
though we had had two dates
And she was nice.
I wanted you.

I hear them now, footsteps approaching
the only phone in the building.
A long-forgotten someone must have said
“A call for you, Jill”
as they knocked on your door.

I was waiting,
and wanting, framing words,
just like this morning, 48 years later
as I hear you moving
in the kitchen downstairs
still petite, still lovely
pondering some cares
but brimming with fun.

I don’t need to close my eyes;
I can hear you approaching,
and feel the touch
of the plastic phone
against my chin and ear;
the pause, the hum on the line
as I wait to ask you in.
And ask you in.
And end saying
I want you.

Open Section - Highly Commended
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Connection
By Marian Spires

they live in a place of open curtains 
  welcoming the curiosity of strangers
   an invitation to observe a painter’s tableau
   comfortable cats velvet chaise lounge 
morning song of strong coffee  buttered bread with chocolate shards
their laughter wakes us coiling  up the blue spiral stair case

once she collected heavy stones
  bones of the earth 
   enduring rocks as precious souvenirs
   to hold feel know
learnt the eloquence of their silence
discovered  deep peace in a meditative mind
once he collected serious words
  exact phrases and concrete ideas
   perceptive clues to humanity’s history
   to understand accept teach
learnt to read beyond the material surface
discovered true knowledge lies within

they live in a place of land-locked water 
  read weather on Maredijk’s surface
   trusting each other’s hearts
  surrounded by the memory of sea
in the call of black hooded gulls

Open Section - Highly Commended
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Long Gone Is The Man
By Rob Wallis

As Grandfather lies dying
I give him a shave.
Use the electric gadget
that he hates. He prefers

his old cutthroat razor
sharpened on a strop.
Life rooted in the safety
Of an unchanging past.

He remains silent, tense.
When I’ve finished
he raises an arm, points
to a coach and horses

he sees coming for him
on the blank bedroom wall.
I look but there’s no coach
there. He battles

the scrape of each breath,
translucent fingers
Plucking the selvedge
of the twisted sheet.

Long gone is the man
who opened the front door
when I arrived, said
Nothing today thank you

and slammed it shut.
Long gone is the man
who sat me on his knee,
cleaned my fingernails

Open Section - Commended
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(Continued)

with his penknife, taught me
Cockney-rhyming slang
for different parts
off the body. No doubt

reliving his childhood
before the child of thirteen
was forced to find a job.
Drove me to school

on his way to work,
a stately progress slow enough
to enrage other drivers
and fluster him.

Now his lies quiet.
I plump up a pillow,
wipe a green stain
from his striped pyjamas.

Take a train home.
He catches the coach,
waves a clean hankie
From an open window.
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‘The Seven Basic Plots 
According To Christopher Booker’
By Rob Wallis

1.  Overcoming the monster 
As a young man I lived in 
Someone else’s country, too afraid 
To give my difference a name. 
On the outside, looking in 
On happiness. When I embraced my incubus 
I embraced myself.

2.  Rages to Riches 
Please sir, I’d like some more. 
Like Oliver I went begging, 
Lurched from famine to famine 
Until I met him, a dish 
Too rich for someone as inexperienced 
As me. I gobbled up.

3.  The Quest 
Having tasted by first quarry 
I set of the unearth more. 
Slayed them, betrayed them, 
Lost my way and lost count, 
The Holy Grail of the perfect match 
Dissolving in the desert. 
Gabbled. Drank too much. 
Fell asleep before he could lay a hand 
On me. He left his business card.

4.  Comedy 
Went on our first date overdressed, 
Looking like a rainbow lorikeet. 
Dribbled soup down my shirt.

Open Section - Commended
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(Continued)

5.  Tragedy 
When I came out to my family 
My mother said, “I’ll always love you, 
And we’ll never talk about it ever again”. 
It felt as if shed put a hand on my face 
Crumpled it like a piece of paper.

6.  Rebirth 
I’d been drifting till ii met you. 
Your love the lifejacket 
That keeps me bobbing over 
The waves. A fellowship 
That has remade me, selfish 
To selfless, chaos to calm.

7.  Voyage and Return 
Ours a long journey, shaping 
Our history in slow motion 
Now that it’s speeded up, time changing sides, 
trapped by the past of angry bones, 
we’ve reached a beginning, 
Start again in a new world.
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Terra Incognita
By J. Richard Wrigley

For the first few weeks we lived here I marched
the dog to all four points of the compass;
south under pylons to a wilderness
abused by off-roaders, axle-deep tracks

gouged alongside scatterings of tv
glass and discarded plastic toys; due north
along a disused farm road with wood-blurred
edges, its ends barricaded by dump

truck loads of rubble; west to a flying
fox and the rotating stainless steel arm
of a swing, the best of children’s playgrounds,
tempting even to one in his seventh
decade; and eastward among the most well-
appointed houses on the highest ridge,
each with its view of the spreading suburb
and, through haze, the Emerald City.

On those treks I was seeking for some sign
of who might have travelled here before me,
resigned to my own utter cluelessness
of how blackfellas’ traces might appear

I would have accepted the foundations
of a farmstead chimney to orient
me to this place and its past, to bless me
with a sense of connection to this soil

and what I hope to be my last address.
I discovered no such site but settled
in regardless, quickly coming to love
the fresh air and big sky, the families 

Open Section - Commended
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(Continued)

of kangaroos, ears erect, maintaining
their distance, the trial-by-fire hardihood
of ancient river reds and the birdlife — 
cockatoos tearing the air, the rainbow

blur of lorikeets, invisible red-
rumped parrots picking through our nature strip.
When I first saw the gum with a door-shaped
absence of bark in its trunk, I didn’t
instantly see — I don’t know why — the mark
of a human hand at work. The outline
a give-away, I nonetheless assumed
the bare wood to be a sport of nature.

I thought the form in need of a doorknob
and had I found one might have played prankster
with a cordless hand drill one cloudless night.
In retrospect I am glad I did not.

Randomly searching the internet for any
information, the novel phrase
‘scarred trees’ leaps out at me. I have found it,
the link for which I searched to a human
past. Not white, but black with two hands, the left
aware of how the right is filled. The land
close to the Big City harder to see
hidden as it is by buildings and roads.

Out here , since walking the empty paddock,
coming back to the part staked out as ours,
I have a fresh take on “occupation”
and find it uncommonly close to home.
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When I Create
By Kristy Arthurson

When I am child
the world is a riddle
waiting
to be solved
ever so enchanting
like words on a page I cannot yet read.
When I am a writer
the days fall into shards of conversation
snippets of stories sheer and overlapping
and I thread them together until they fit just so.
When I am a seamstress
the fabric in my hands tells stories of years past
the patterns are shadows of the owners who once were
and I piece their lives into dresses
wearable canvasses
moving artworks.
When I am an artist
the world is flashes of light and shade
chiaroscuro
a wash of colours
made of shapes piled together
like children’s blocks.
When I am a child
the world is a riddle
waiting to be solved.

Open Section - Commended
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Schizophrenia
By Kirsty Sier

1.
I remember the first time I lost you
you said you were going away

I made myself sick spinning
on that soft desk chair
until my vision was soft and grey

I remember hoping that
the spinning would make you stay

2.
Do you remember the first time you lost me
when I was castaway

unmoored from that deck chair floating
in water so deep
too deep I lost my way

you dived in jeans to snatch me back
they’d never seen such haste

3.
Do you remember the next time you lost me
when I wanted to show my age

you tried to stop me
from walking alone
but eventually I got my way

’til hiding there I recognised
capped head and hair of grey

Open Section - Mentioned
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4.
I remember the next time I lost you
it was me that went away

I went to camp
reluctantly
you made me go and play

but when I came back it was too late
you’d already gone away

5.
It’s been years now since I lost you
I think of you every day

I keep returning to memories
whole mind
of my mother, Elizabeth May

your mind has gone but still I hope
  or is it lost?
   perhaps
you’ll come back to me some day

(Continued)
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Poverty Has Its Own Smell
By Annette Ferres

I was walking with a friend one day, 
When, a very smelly, man, passed our way.
She saw my look of condemnation,
And voiced this quiet remonstration,
Poverty has its own smell Annette,
Poverty has its own smell.

My friend, articulate and smart,
Told this story from her heart,
I grew up in the London slums,
And know the loneliness that comes
From smelling awful, Annette.

Sights and smell become familiar
They are what you know,
But be sent to  different place
Then your poverty will show.
Poverty has its own smell
Poverty has its own smell

I was sent to an outside school you see,
And no one would ever stand near me.
I wasn’t abused or ill-used, just,
Poverty can have an awful smell Annette so
Poverty breeds loneliness as well.

They tell us, wine and potatoes too,
Tell of the soil in which they grew.
The smell of the slums I carried on me.
Poverty has its own smell you see.
Poverty has its own smell.

Open Section - Mentioned
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Badly built buildings with no ventilation, 
Stale smells are garnered for years.
Cold water for washing and soap a luxury
No heating to warm us or dry out our clothes.
See how it becomes smelly poverty Annette?
Poverty makes its own smells.
Poverty has its own smell

Then came the War and life changed for me.
Sent away from home and familiarity,
Away from the slums life changed for me.
You see, poverty has its own smell
And the smell of poverty was leaving me.

Heart– sick, home– sick, lonely, sea sick.
Quite alone, on a boat was I.
With no family to love me I prayed to die.
Everything familiar was leaving me,
Even the smell of the slums,
A Slum has its own smell you see
In Australia I found a new home
No more lonely, no alone.
Two wonderful ladies mothered me
And we became a family.
I lost the look, I lost the smell
I lost the loneliness as well.
I forgot the smell of poverty.
But I will never forget Annette,
The loneliness of poverty!

(Continued)
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Custody
By Suzi Mezei

The sea’s an elixir
for loss.
On his weekends,
he brings her here
to play,
parks the ute
and holds her hand,
down the ramp
to the soft lip
of the bay,
where she cartwheels
all along 
the knotted fringe
and he,
unleashed brief
from building sites and mediation,
totters over broken shells
and rests inside
the cold incessant ebb,
her sapling legs brown
against the thin glare
of early evening.

Open Section - Mentioned
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